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ELECTRIC FUN FLY - Rules (Fixed Wing)

The competition will be comprised of 4 rounds:
Round 1: “The Ring Drop”
Competitors will attach the supplied peg to their model, with a ring placed over the
peg. The ring should be dropped on ‘the spot’ whilst the model is in flight. The
winner will be the ring nearest to ‘the spot’. The round must be completed within
one minute from the wheels leaving the ground or the launcher’s hand. Models that
have not dropped the ring after one minute will be eliminated from the round.
Round 2: “Nearest to the Spot - Landing”
The winner will be the competitor who lands nearest ‘the spot’ where the
wheels/fus or any part of the model first touch the ground; only one attempt per
competitor. The round must be completed within one minute from the wheels
leaving the ground or the launcher’s hand. Models that are still in the air after one
minute will be eliminated from the round.
Round 3: "Climb and Glide"
The competitor will climb for 10sec from the wheels leaving the ground or leaving a
launcher’s hand: then throttle must be cut promptly and completely. The winner will
be the competitor that has the longest flight. The model should land within the
fenced area. Models that land outside the fenced area, will have 1 minute removed
from their flight time. If the throttle is used after initial 10sec of flight, the
model will be eliminated from the round.
Round 4: “The Limbo”
The winner will be the competitor that makes the greatest number of
‘in-flight’ passes beneath the tape within one minute. The minute will start from
when the wheels leave the ground or the launcher’s hand. Taking off beneath the
tape is allowable but will not count as a pass through.
General Rules of the Competition:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

In the event of a 1st place tie for a round, the first and second places will be
decided by a “Fly-off”
The judge’s decision is final in all cases
There will be a prize awarded to the winner of each round
The same model must be used for every round.
I.C. powered models are not allowed to enter – Electric powered only
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